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Descriptive Inventory

FA 565  MORRISON, Ron

1 folder. 2 items. 1978. Typescript and compact disc.
Interview stored in the Sound Archives.

1978.48.1

BIBLIOGRAPHIC RECORD

FA  MORRISON, Ron  1978
565

Interview conducted by Ron Morrison
with Freeman Kitchens at Kitchens Groceries
in Drake, Warren County, Kentucky. They discuss
the store, Kitchens’s phonograph collection and
his association with the Carter Family (musical
group).

1 folder. 2 items. Typescript and compact
disc.

1978.48.1

SUBJECT ANALYTICS

Carter Family (musical group) – Relating to
Country music – Relating to
Drake
General stores – Warren County
Kitchens, Willis Freeman, b. 1926
Kitchens Groceries – Drake
Postal service – Warren County
Warren County – Relating to
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